
Mr. David BunAnsa 
New York Times 
1000 Connecticut Ave., 2J 
Washieston, D.C. 20036 

Dear Mr. Burnham, 

a/12/04 

Thank ylOu for the several stories on the little reported penSina amending of 
FOIL that would almost certainly be corrupted by the CIA into an :immunity bath. I. 
speak with considerable personal experience. 

In addition to thoae criticisms of this ponaina legislation that I  have road 
there are tee I do not recall seeing.  mentioned. One is the virtual certainty that 
to now prohibited deuestic abuses will be encourased because they will forever be 
protected from disclosure and the other is the clieination of the Great and rarely 
mentioned aublic good that had wee from VOIa's °nailing individuals to act as, 
in effect, private attorneys senora. 

Although ay statute doaestic functions are denied the OIa, Presidunt Reagan 
bas, by executive order, given it doueatic functions. Its considerable abuses of the 
past, includina in fisst-nmendeent areas, are far from exposed. Exemption from POia 
can only encourage it to return to such erautisea and, unrestrained, extend them 
further into what those laclans the CIA's sense of dedication to function may regard 
as police statism. 

I an not aware of any public discussion of thin possibility and I an not aware 
of the ACLU or anyone else raising questions about the nullification of law by 
executive fiat. 

If for cone time in the early 1970s I had not been el-Iliac to persist agniust 
great odds and in the face of considerable official mendacity, also highly uetivated, 
as official liars not uncommonly are, as Judge Gesell once said, BOIL as we knew 
it after its 1974 unending, moulS not exist. That is what, as the Consressional 
debates make specific, opened those files that wore opened and esposed those 
domestic abuses tikat are exposed. Without P014 - and the legitimate protections 
it provides for what ought legitimately be exempt from disclosure - the nation .iould 
never have known and there never would have been any rectification of those abuses. 

one with my eaperieecen with the CIA under :NIA must conclude that it will 
extend any exemption into a virtially total exeustion. If one seeks what it does 
not warq to disclose, there is no lie too demeaning for it, no trick too devious, 
no eisrepreaentation to shealeful, and even to the courts it does not tell the 
truth - not even by accident. 

i?rom my  experience, the major costs to the CIa (and the FDI) from FOIA are 
deliberately created by JA It stothwans until dramed into court, when it stone-
walls all over again. and adds burdeneauenese to the requester and itself to burden, 
eameness to the courts. I have apnea's from 1971 requests not yet finally acted upon, 
1975 and 1976 requests ignored after the CIS asked for more time, and when after a 
lons pel.od of sdrious illnesses I asked for a status report on those requests Igas 
first told a series of lien and when I proved thou to be lies the CIA blandly ita.,rmed 
me that under its regulation it destroys POIA records tao yitars old. (It told the 
Congress its backhog was up to tsta  years.) I ailed for a copy of those regulations, 
repeated my request when it was ignored, axle the Cla has not sent no any regulttion 
it could ttrtuse into any such interpretation. 



Most of my roqueuts arcs for ieforiaation relating to the JFK assassination and 
its investigations, certainly meetere of coeuidereble public interest however one 

regards the official investigations. No secret intelligence eeehods are involved, 

not many genuinely confidential sources can be involved, there is little likelihood 

of any real national security involvement, yet the CIA continues to stonewall, after 

almost a decade. Ibis long delay is hardly attributable to any cleined FOIL backlog. 

What is certain is that dioclouure will be m arnemeing to the CIA because from 
the outset it had a policy of not helping the Warren Coumission, as its records that 

I publiuhsd years ago —e clear 'That is not impossible iu that some of the withheld 

information itself can be 	. One lllustration, a matter not disclosed to 
the Warren Commission, is that Leo Harvey Oswald a) had top secret and crypto 
clearances as a "aides and b)hod no assigniTent, after training, that was not connected 

with the CIA. 

My first source was a Marine Corps friend of Oswald's who had epee into business, 

feared retaliation and asked confidentiality. i?ollowing up on this I obtained Navy 

records which confirm the security cleaeances6et oe his personnel recor9and one 

of the assignments to a CIA project in :southeast 

There is no question about the facts. There may be a question of the CIA's 
having relevant records, as I believe it must ena does. Under the pending amending 

of F014 this and any and all other CIA information in any way related to that most 
subversive of crimes, the assaseieation of a President, will forever be secret. 

The CIA has tranecripti. of Osaeld's intorceeted conversations in Mexico u City. 
I've examined an enormous number of Warren Comeiseion end CIA records and I'Ve seen 
no acknowledgement by it that it has these transcripts. Or that it intercepted and 

taped those conversations, particularly with a sueioeed LOB assassin. Whether or 

not those tapes still exist, and. I can teen them out of CIA possession and into the 
United states for you with official documente so complete I can identify the plans 

and when it left "exico City and who met it where and when the transcripts are 

beyond question and their existence was disclosed recen ..ly in othertatigation, with 

the CIA's assent. Under the pending aeendine, those transcripts will forever be 

secret. 

The 1971 request 1 refer to above is for the Cia's records ono and about me. 

Based on lieu told its general counsel, the Cia cot his to deny it had any records 
on me at all, although it inherited uy U.S3 records from World War ii. It never came 

up, when 1 proved the ljring, with any of the records of ey work that was so highly 
praised` when I was in O&S, none of its reporte on ny public appearances in connection 
with uy books, and nothin at all relating to what I hey, a prima facie case of - not 
4irtight proof but substantial rogeon to believe - its interference with my publishing. 

This, in turn, gets to an unexposed aspect of Wetereete. All would be ilefience  forever 

iectee if this law passes. eed nothing like this has been discussed, if considered, 
by the ACLU or the Coneress. lI  sent edler of the eCLU the CIA's record showing that 

it had lied and that it had withheld locatoe relevant information so that its general 

counsel would lie and the embarrassine information would be withheld and he'e been 

silent. he did not ank for anything else or comment on that.) 

I illustrate how the CIA deliberately efiealatee all costs (thus abusing the 

requester and his counsel in particular), how it knowingly and deliberately lies to 

the courts and, by example, how it has created its backlog and signified its own 

costs with a recent example, the last such request made of me. Jim Lesar, counsel for 

that plaintiff, has also represented ma in a number of FUIA cases, including the one 

over which Cong ees amended the investigatory files exmption in 1974. He sent me a 

coey of a record the CIA had been forced to disclose, having disclosed it earlier, 

after it made and swore to a series of falsehoods in that litigation. 



I was not able to rewrite and condense the affidavit I provided him and I rushed 
because I did not know if he had any immediate need for it in that litigation. I intend 
this also to illustrate the great costs that accumulate from spurious clnimg by the 
CIA, and within my experience this is a typical illustration, to illustrate how knowingly 
false its many clmbas to "nat*onal security," which most judges and requesters cannot 
confront, commonly are, and the real nature of its "predccisional" documents. I think 
it is important for the country to know, for example, that the CIA knowingly and deli-
berately underinforms (if not worse) those it says will make decisions based on the 
"information" it provides. 

And this, too, would forever be secret under the pending exemption of the CIA's 
records. 

I hope I have not taken too much of your time. I have taken this much of my own 
time when I now have so little because of impaired health and its requirements, because 
I sincerely believe that the consequences of this well-greased legislation will be 
seriously hurtful to the cauatry and is contrary to the most basic of American beliefs. 

I realize that some of the things I say may appear to be extreme or exaggerated 
but I assure you they are not and, if you are interested, I will take the time to 

send you any documentation of them you may request. 

By the way, one detail of this legislation makes it a rich-man's bill. al those 
who were not able to file suit before 'ebruary but hilve reuests before it that the 
CIA ignored, in violation of the law, will be forever foreclosed. 

r 
Himld Weisberg

7;27 Old Receiver Rd 
Frederick, MD 2170i 


